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This innovative new book explains the many different aspects of dowsing, from healing ourselves

and others, to finding an re-patterning blocked energy paths.
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This book is for you if you are interested in dowsing especially for health issuesas well as to find

energy patterns of human beings and earth.You will find a good base of information on how to start

to dowse with a pendulum, and some sectionswill explain how to work with dowsing rods, especially

helpful in case of searching for energy lines.Included in the book are 3 or 4 charts, and also an

explanation on how to do blind dowsing (whichcan be really helpful in health related topics).The

book covers a wide range of information about dowsing, but what makes his entire valueis all the

information contained beside. Information about the state of mind of the individual,the diet, vitamins

and minerals, allergies, aromatherapy, flower essences, the life path,channeling healing energy, the

subtle body and the chakras, the role of the spine hands and feet,absent healing, earth energie and

the spirit of place, and the power centers are just to name some of the fewinteresting topics covered

in the book.The author of the book, Patrick MacManaway, is a professional dowser with an

international practice and reputation. He is a Vice-President of the Societyof british dowser.

This is a beautiful production, easy to read and with lots of superb photo illustrations. The content is



very accurate, with just enough detail to establish the author's credibility and knowledge of the

subject.We will treasure this book for years to come.Great service also - book arrived to the bottom

of the world within a few days and in sperb condition.

I have shelves of books on dowsing, metaphysics and healing. I guess, as a professional in the

field, that makes sense. But this book by Patrick MacManaway is one of the ones I would keep if I

had to throw all but 10 books away.The price is amazing for the content. It's beautifully written and

filled with gorgeous photos. It covers all areas of the use of dowsing, a natural intuitive skill that we

all have, which can be trained to help you in your healing process, in sensing energies and in

making excellent choices your rational mind can't help with.This is without a doubt one of the best

books on dowsing ever written. I wish I had written it myself. I can give it no higher praise, since I

have written several books on dowsing. :)

This book has a part where you are taught to auto desensitize yourself agains allergies.It saved me

from going back to the doctor for a Kenacort (cortisone) injection to allow me to support the pollen

and other flying grains who made my life miserable from May till August every year.You need to

know how to use a pendulum or parallel antennas (which I prefer)

Nice information. Format not a fan but good info anyway.
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